What are Cities of Peace?
Typology Table for Cities of Peace:

“Peace is not just an
absence of war; it is a
virtue, a state of mind,
and a disposition for
benevolence, confidence
(courage) and justice.”
~ Spinoza (1656)

1

Cities where a particular war has
been successfully concluded (through
a peace treaty). (Münster, Osnabrück,
Dayton)

2

Cities which are the seats of
international institutions which are
significant for the maintenance of world
peace. (The Hague, Geneva)

3

Cities where important peace prizes are
awarded/places where peace is being
celebrated and honoured. (Oslo or the
Nobel Peace Prize)

4

Cities which, having been destroyed in
war, have used this tragedy to dedicate
themselves to work for peace... (Hiroshima,
Nagasaki, Osaka, Coventry, Gernika-Lumo,
Ypern, Antwerpen)

5
GENEVA, the Hague, and Hiroshima : All are
examples of cities with distinguished peace
histories. Yet every town and city has its peace
hero or legacy of people creating a better world.
From Japan to New Zealand, England to the United States, each small town and community can
find hope in their part in making the world Safer,
more prosperous, and better quality of life.
The intention of the International Cities Of Peace
is to network these cities together in order to
support the worldwide quest for peace.

Cities which have rediscovered and
now are reconnecting with historical
impulses from the past, especially the
remembrance of a prominent historical
figure born in (or associated with) the
city, and who was a great peace advocate.
(Rotterdam, Atlanta)

6

Cities where important peace
institutions once existed, or which
once hosted important peace conferences,
and which are rediscovering their peace
past, and now want to remember this and
build on it. (Luzern)

7

Cities where important peace research
or peace training institutions have
been created (and which have not been
significantly affected by wars or conflict).
(Stadtschlaining, Bradford)

8

Cities which have joined one or
more important international peace
organisations, and which are playing a
significant role in them. (Manchester)

9

Cities of practical peacemaking, in
ethnically diverse and polarised
environments. (Le Chambon-surLignon, Neve Shalom/Wahat Al-Salam,
Philadelphia)

10

Cities which have given their name
to important peace documents...
(Pugwash, Dartmouth, Göttingen,
Talloires, Krefeld, Sevilla, Mohonk)
Please note that ‘cities’ occasionally also refers to villages, or more
generally ‘places’. Stadtschlaining (7), Neve-Shalom (9), or Pugwash
(10) are villages.

From “Idee und Geschichte der neuzeitlichen
FriedensstadtSkizze einer Typologie” by
Dr. Peter van den Dungen, General coordinator,
International Network of Museums for Peace
www.InternationalCitiesOfPeace.org
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